Common responses in gene expression by Ephedra herba in brain and heart of mouse.
The physiological activities of Ephedra herba have been investigated extensively, particularly in the cardiovascular and cerebrovascular systems. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying the effects of Ephedra herba on the brain and heart have yet to be thoroughly elucidated at the whole genome level. Therefore, the present study focused on the identification of the regulatory pattern of gene expression occurring in response to Ephedra herba, using microarray assays in three mouse organs - namely, the brain, heart and liver. Interestingly, the brain and heart exhibited a similar reciprocal pattern of gene expression during the early stages after the administration of Ephedra herba, whereas the liver evidenced a different gene expression profile. Moreover, pathways analysis showed that genes regulated reciprocally by Ephedra herba were associated with neural disease-related functions, such as the Parkinson's disease pathway, in both the brain and the heart. Promoter sequence analysis demonstrated that reciprocally regulated genes could be classified into subgroups on the basis of the similarity of their transcription factor binding sequences, in which temporally up-regulated genes were clustered as distinctive subgroups. In conclusion, the brain and heart responded commonly to Ephedra herba with a temporally reciprocal pattern of gene expression.